INTRODUCTION THE DARK and light lines called Mach bands which appear in an illuminated field wherever the second derivative of luminance with respect to position is perceptibly large have been the subject of much investigation (see RATLIFF, 1965) . One aspect of Mach bands which has been somewhat controversial is the effect of color. While there seems to be general agreement that the appearance of the bands is independent of the color of the inducing field, there have been various conflicting reports about whether analogous bands are produced by a gradient in color rather than in luminance (FRY, 1948; ERCOLES-GUZZONI and FIORENTIXI, 1958; DAW, 1964 ; VAN DER HORST and BOWAN, 1967; JACOBSON and MACKINNON, 1969) .
The results of experiments on chromatic Mach bands are of particular importance because reported failure to find such effects has been interpreted as indicating that lateral inhibitory effects do not occur in the color mediating channels (VAN DER HORST and HOT-WAN, 1967 ; VAN DER HORS-F, DEWEERT and BOUMAN, 1967 ). This conclusion directly contradicts current expIanations for simultaneous color contrast phenomena (ALPERN, 1964; JAMESON and HURVICH, 1964; CORNSWEET, 1970) . In addition, failure to find chromatic Mach bands is surprising in view of the findings from experiments designed to explore the spatial interactions occurring within the isolated color receptive systems of the eye by determining thresholds for patterns of one color against a bright background of another color. In these experiments the color of the background field is selected to adapt two of the color mechanisms and the dominant wavelength of the test pattern is selected to stimulate preferentially the other remaining color mechanism so that only one coIor receptive system can detect the stimulus. Several different experimental designs utilizing chromatic adaptation indicate that lateral interactions are based in part on selective changes that occur within each of the three cone mechanisms (ALPERN and RUSHTON, 1965; IMATTHEWS, 1967; GREEN, 1968; MCKEE and WESTHEIMER, 1970) .
It thus seemed to us that further investigation into Mach bands in color was required. To do this we have interlaced a red with a green t~angular-wave grating distribution of luminance. With each of these patterns alone light and dark iMach bands appear at the peaks and troughs of the intensity distribution. A color gradient with no luminance gradient was created by arranging the positions of the two equiluminous Mach band inducing patterns so each bright colored band was overlaid with a dark band from the other colored field. It was our initial intent simply to adjust the two fields until they were equally bright and then see if Mach bands were produced. It quickly became apparent that no matter how we adjusted the intensities of the two fields the composite aiways appeared to contain prominent red and/or green bands. The problem was, however, to be sure that these were not due to some residual brightness unbalance. Therefore, the approach which follows has been used. The luminances of the two fields were equated using heterochromatic brightness matching. Rather than simply having observers look at the color gradient and describe what they saw we have attempted to have them quantify their sensations using a modification of the technique used by LOWRY and DE PALMA (1961) . This was done by placing a narrow sht of light just below the interlaced colored patterns. The subject adjusted the brightness and color of the slit untii it matched that of the gradient immediately above. The slit was then moved and a new reading was taken on a different part of the pattern. By having the observer report the appearance of the pattern by adjusting the color and brightness of a comparison slit we were abIe to obtain quantitative data suitable for comparing the differences between the appearance of gradients of luminance and gradients of color. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the apparatus used. Vertical triangular-wave or square-wave grating targets were generated on each of two cathode-ray oscilloscope tubes (C%"t and CRT*) using the methods described by CAMPBELL and GREEN (1965) . That is, the vertical sweep was derived froma high frequency oscillator with a triangul~ output. The horizontal sweep was driven from an oscilloscope time base at a frequency of 50 c/s or higher. The grating patterns were formed by applying voltages to the brightness control grids of the cathode-ray tubes. The response of the CRT's is nearly linear. Deviations from linearity are of the order of only a few per cent for 60 per cent modulated patterns used in these experiments.
METHODS
One CRT had a green phosphor (P31) which was used with a No. 3 Kodak Wratten filter to produce an output with dominant wavelength of about 540 nm. The other CRT had a red phosphor (P22R) which when used in conjunction with a No. 32 Kodak Wratten filter produced a monochromatic output at a wavelength of 619 nm. The patterns produced on the two osciBoscopes were optically combined by means of a beam splitting cube (Xi). Two colored lights which were metermeric to the CRToutputs were obtained by &&ring two tungsten light sources with a No. 26 Kodak Wratten filter (red) and a No. 57A Kodak Wratten fifter (green). The outputs from the two tungsten sources (5') were imaged onto a diffusing screen behind a narrow (BC,) . Two neutral density wedges (IS',, WJ allowed the brightness of each component in the mixture to be varied independently. The illuminated slit was viewed through a quality photographic objective (L ,). The slit and CRT's were viewed simultaneously through a beamsplitter cube (BC,). The position of the slit behind L, and the distance of the CRT's from the observer were adjusted so that they all appeared at the same optical distance (114 cm). The slit subtended a visual angle of 4 min of arc and one cycle of the grating patterns occupied 2' of visual angle. A system of mechanical screws controlling the horizontal position of the slit allowed its position to be varied with respect to the patterns above it.
The subject's head was firmly held by a bite bar. His pupil was dilated by instilling a drop or two of 0.5% Mydriacyl (tropicamide) into the right eye. The targets were viewed through a 4 mm artificial pupil and spectacle !ens correction. Both of the subjects whose results are reported here had normal color vision.
RESULTS
In the first set of experiments alternating dark and light stripes of equal angular subtense (1") were produced on each CRT. The CRT's were positioned so that the square wave grating patterns were 180" out-of-phase. That is, a dark stripe in one field fell on a bright stripe in the other field. The intensity of the green field was adjusted by the observer to produce an equiluminous pattern of alternating red and green stripes. The luminance of the field was measured by brightness matching to the white field of an SE1 photometer to be 6 cC/mZ. By presenting each of the colored fields separately and positioning a slit of the same color just below selected portions of the square-wave grating the luminances of both the cark and bright portions of each pattern were determined by having the subject adjust the brightness of the slit to match that of the middle of the bar above it. By this procedure the contrast, C, defined in the usual manner using the relationship that was determined to be about 0.6.
The square-wave grating was then replaced with a triangular grating of equal amplitude and the same mean luminance. That is, each uniformly illuminated stripe was replaced by a uniformly increasing gradient and each dark stripe by a uniformly decreasing gradient (see Fig. 2 ). As before a slit of light of the same color as the pattern was positioned below the grating. The upper edge of the illuminated slit just touched the lower edge of the triangular grating. In early experiments using a slit of detectable width the subjects were distracted by the fact that in attempting to make matches they could use one of two criteria. Either they could attempt to make the boundary between the slit and the pattern disappear or they could make brightness matches. This difficulty was overcome by decreasing the width of the measuring slit. Then, in general, when a match was achieved there was no apparent discontinuity and the slit appeared to be an extension of the pattern. In all measurements, other than those used to equate the contrast of the two displays, the narrower slit was used with both the triangular and square-wave gratings.
Red and green triangular and square-wave gratings were separately presented and the subject adjusted a red or green measuring line until its brightness matched the brightness of the portion of the pattern directly above the slit. Subjects had little difficulty in making these matches except when the slit was positioned immediately below the dark Mach band. Here, the rMach band above appeared dark, but not black. Yet the luminous slit below never had quite the same quality as the dark Mach band no matter how the intensity of the slit was varied. If the subject was instructed to carry-on and to ignore the differences he was able to then make repeatable settings. This "match" setting was determined not so much by making things appear identical but more bythe process of noting when the slit was clearly too bright or clearly too dim and then setting the intensity in the slit between these two extremes. The use of this kind of psychophysics and only two subjects means that the exact values of the settings probably should not be given much weight. The settings do prove that a dark band exists, even though its magnitude is not clear. The results of the complete matching procedure determined at several points along each triangular-wave grating are shown for one subject in Fig. 2 . The solid lines in Fig. 2 plot the physical intensity distribution inferred from matches made to the square-wave gratings of the same contrast. These lines connect the experimentally determined matches of the comparison slit to the bright and the dark bar of the square-wave grating. In addition, all the settings have been normalized so that the match between the slit and the bright bar of the grating has value one. The matches determined with the green triangular grating are shown as open circles and those for the red triangular grating as closed circles. The matches to both triangular patterns were brighter at the peak than the bright bar of the square-wave and dimmer at the trough than the dark bar of the square-wave. These data are in good agreement with subjects' verbal reports of the appearance of triangular gratings. All observers reported seeing sharply delineated dark and light lines in both colored fields. There was some disagreement among observers about whether the bands in both fields were equally prominent. Interest-ingly, subject M.F.'s matching confirmed his subjective impression that the red Mach bands were slightly more apparent than the green.
Next, the equiluminous red and green triangular gratings were presented simultaneously. The gratings were optically combined in antiphase so as to create a chromatic gradient. Proceeding as before, the subject saw the interlaced colored patterns with a slit below which was illuminated by variable amounts of the red and green lights used to match the patterns presented separately. We had hoped that a slit illuminated with the combination of lights that matched the separate gratings would also match the combined gratings. This would have provided an elegant demonstration that Mach bands were produced in gradients of color. Unfortunately, it quickly became apparent that matters were not this simple and that combining the gratings and matching lights in this way did not always produce a satisfactory match. We therefore have made detailed measurements directed at quantifying the appearance of the chromatic gradient. The observer's task was to adjust the contributions from the two colored sources until both the intensity and color of the slit matched that of the pattern immediately above. When a satisfactory match had been attained, the contribution of one of the colored lights was increased and then decreased until the match was no longer satisfactory in either brightness and/or color. The neutral density wedge controlling the light was set at the midpoint between these two extremes and the limits of the acceptable match were determined by varying the other light. The results of this procedure are indicated in Fig. 2 where the bars plot the range of acceptable matches. As before, the settings are plotted on a scale which has been normalized by the matches made to the interlaced square-wave gratings. Since it made no difference with the square-waves whether the matches were determined with interlaced or separate patterns the same normalizing factor has been used in both parts of the experiment. The limits were determined by averaging four individual settings determined at two separate experimental sessions. The bars on the left in the figure indicate for several positions along the grating the range between too much green and too little green and the bars to the right indicate the range between too much red and too little red. These matches show that the combined pattern contains slightly less prominent but still readily evident red and green stripes at the locations of the Mach bands in the individual patterns. By analogy with the apparent dark and light bands produced by an inflection in luminance gradient one expects to see bands of accentuated redness or greenness in the abruptly changing gradient of color. To characterize the chromaticity of the perceived pattern the ratio of the red to green components in the matching slit has been plotted in Fig. 3 for two subjects. For comparison two theoretical curves are shown. The solid curves show the red/ green ratio to be expected from complete independence; that is, if the matches for the individual patterns were, in combination, matches to the superimposed patterns (Grassmann's law of additivity for cross-context matches). The other curves (dashed lines) are the matches to be expected from the physical amounts of red and green at each position. The squares in Fig. 3 are the measured red/green variations calculated from data such as that of Fig. 2 by averaging the two limits for an acceptabie match. There appears to be no significant difference between the measured red/green ratios and those to be expected from the physical amounts of red and green light in the chromatic gradient.
DISCUSSION
There are several reasons for believing lateral interactions which probably cause Mach bands can occur within the three color systems of trichromatic vision. These reasons range from the simple observation that Mach bands can be produced by colored intensity gradients to elaborate extensions of the Stiles two-color threshold technique. MATTHEWS (1967), for example, has shown that Mach bands occur within each of the color mecha~sms by determining increment thresholds for a red, green, or blue Mach band inducing field superimposed on a background of a complementary color. In two further applications of the two-color approach GREEN (1968) has shown that the sine contrast sensitivity for the separate color mechanisms shows the usual low frequency decrease in sensitivity, and WESTHEIMER (1970) has shown that the inhibitory effects of varying the size of an adapting spot occur within the individual color systems.
If one accepts the usual explanation that Mach bands arise from the fact that the receptive fields of cells within the human visual system have excitatory areas surrounded by zones which are inhibitory, then it may be meaningful to examine the kinds of spatial organization required of color sensitive cells to produce the reported results. The question of whether chromatic Mach bands exist depends on whether lateral interactions occur before or after color information is coded in the nervous system. For example, suppose that at some place in the visual system one finds two kinds of channels, one of which relays brightness signals and the other, color signals. The brightness signals might be expected to arise from some additive combination of signals from the various receptors. Color signals might be formed by encoding the relative photon catch in the three kinds of cones. In the above system, color Mach bands would not be produced in chromatic gradients if the lateral interactions occurred only in brightness channels. This kind of simple model is not consistent with our finding that luminous bands are produced by the chromatic gradient. In addition, these notions leave simultaneous color contrast phenomena completely unexplained. Moreover, there is clear evidence from single cell recordings showing lateral interactions between signals from different types of cones HUBEL, 1966: DAW, 1967; GOURAS, 1968) .
If the only lateral inhibitory interactions were between signals arising from like kinds of cones, then one would expect that in our experiments a region having a negative spatial second derivative in color, but not luminance, would appear more intensely colored than a corresponding uniform field. In our experiments the shifts should have been in the &direction of making the red areas appear redder and the green areas greener. This was not found. On the other hand our data clearly show a Mach band type effect in a light distribution of constant luminance and varying chromaticity. It is worth noting that these bands cannot be due to a failure to equate the red and green triangular grating in luminance. Errors in equating the brightness of the two colored field might be expected to produce a bright band at the positions corresponding to the peak of the more luminant grating but, by :he same arguments, a dark band should appear at the troughs in this grating, i.e. the peaks of the other field. Since bright bands occur at both positions the above cannot be the explanation, One might also wonder whether these bands might not be caused by small deviations from linearity in the intensity gradients generated on the oscilloscope. This is unlikely to be the cause for several reasons. First, the deviations from linearity are in the wrong direction to produce Mach bands. The response of the oscilloscope to a triangular modulating v-oltage tends, if anything, to fall below the input at the peaks of the waveform. Second, the luminantes ofthe triangular waveforms were determined from matches made to squarewaves of the same peak luminance and, therefore, distortions in the relationship between oscilloscope modulation voltage and light ouput should not produce bands more luminant than the bright bars of the square wave grating.
In trying to understand the above results we have thought of two relatively simple schemes that seem potentially capable of fitting our findings. First, at the earliest stages of processing the lateral interactions could be cone specific, in the sense outlined above. In addition, at some later stage there might be cross-coupling so that an increase in the signal coding redness causes a concomitant increase in the signal for green. A second alternative is that in addition to selective interactions there might be a spatial color opponen: system. With such a system a negative flection in color could locally cause an apparent color shift in opposition to those produced by selective interactions. To see this, consider a hypothetical cell, having an excitatory center connected to red cones and an opponent surround connected to green cones positioned at the red peak in the interlaced red and green triangular waveforms. Since to each side of the peak the relative amount of green in the stimulus is increasing, the cell would be relatively inhibited. If these kinds of cells were signalling color, one might expect the position corresponding to the peak of the red triangular grating and the trough of the green grating to appear relatively greener. It would seem then that the presence in the human visual system of a combination of cells with chromatic spatial antagonisms and cells with selective lateral interactions would provide a possible basis for understanding the present results. The postulated existence of both types of spatial interaction seems to be consistent with the kinds of color-coded cells found in the primate visual system (WIESEL and HUBEL, 1966; GOURAS, 1968; HUBEL and WIESEL, 1968) . The problem, however, for any such theory is to provide a system of interactions which produces simultaneous color contrast, the color shifts found in stepwise changes in chromaticity (DAw, 1964; JACOBSON and MACKINNON, 1969) , and the failure to find the chromatic analog of Mach bands in continuous gradients of color (FRY, 1948; ERCOLES-GUZZONI and FIORENTINI, 1958 ; VAN DER HORST and BOUMAN, 1967 ; and the present study).
